
Faculty news
Letter from the chair
Dear Alumni and Friends:
Greetings! It’s been an exciting year in the Department of Philosophy. 
After a year-long national search, I was selected to serve as the new 
department chair. I am very grateful and humbled to be chosen to lead 
the department and look forward to working with our faculty, students, 
alumni, and friends to advance our goal of providing the best undergrad-
uate philosophy program in Illinois.

In other faculty-related news: Two new faculty members joined the 
department last fall. Cassie Herbert joined the department as an assistant 
professor in August. We were also delighted to welcome Russ Hamer as 
our newest instructional assistant professor. Check out their bios and 
descriptions of their research programs elsewhere in this newsletter.

The department was also very pleased to welcome two visiting scholars from Southwest 
University in Chonqing, China. Zhanglv “Jonny” Li and Xuan Li arrived in February 2018 

and spent almost a year here at ISU and in the Philosophy Department 
learning about how American universities work and expanding their 
English language skills. Both Jonny and Xuan were wonderful colleagues, 
and we all learned a lot from each other. At the conclusion of their 
visit, Southwest University, China 
invited us to establish a formal 
exchange program for both faculty 
and students. We will be working 
with ISU administration to make 
this happen! Stay tuned for more 

information in future newsletters.
Congratulations to David Sanson who was 

awarded tenure and promoted to associate professor at 
the start of the fall 2018 semester! Congratulations are 
also in order for Lana Kühle and her husband Amin 
Bahmanian from the Department of Mathematics 
here at ISU as their baby boy, Sebastian Bahmanian, 
was born September 12, 2018.

Finally, with the financial assistance of the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences, we were able to renovate 
Stevenson Hall 227A into a new, state-of-the-art, 
seminar and conference room. Our faculty can hold 
their 300-level courses in this facility, and we will use 
it to host virtual guest lectures and colloquia using the 
room’s dedicated online video conferencing equip-
ment. I hope you enjoy the rest of the newsletter!

Cheers, 
Christopher Horvath, Department Chair 
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New faculty and staff

Cassie Herbert, Ph.D., joined the de-
partment in August 2018 as an assistant 
professor. Herbert 
works in feminist 
philosophy, social 
and political philoso-
phy, philosophy of 
language, and phi-
losophy of sex. Her 
research focuses on 
the pragmatics of 
slurs, the every-
day ways we use 
language to construct 
ingroups and outgroups, and the ecol-
ogy of harm of sexual violence. Her-
bert received her B.A. in politics and 
philosophy from Bates College and her 
Ph.D. from Georgetown University.

Russ Hamer, Ph.D., joined the depart-
ment as an instructional assistant 
professor in 2018 soon after receiving 
his Ph.D. from Marquette University. His 
primary research project is centered on 
pedagogy in philosophy classrooms, 

specifically exam-
ining how best to 
implement reflection 
and reflective assign-
ments in the class-
room. He also has 
research interests 
centered on Kierkeg-
aard and the ways 
in which he uses 
parables and story-

telling in his works. 
Additionally, Hamer is interested in the 
ways in which pop culture engages 
philosophy and has published chapters 
in books from the “Pop Culture and 
Philosophy” series.

Chris Horvath

David Sanson

Russ Hamer

Cassie Herbert

227A before

227A after
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2017-18 colloquia
The 2017-18 academic year was very busy with searches for both a new assistant professor 
and a new department chair. Both searches involved several research presentations from 
the finalists. In addition, we sponsored two colloquia: In fall 2017, Chris Breu from ISU’s 

Department of English presented a 
paper entitled “In Defense of Sex” 
in which he argued for a non-binary 
yet materialist conception of sex 
as distinct from gender. In spring 
2018, Daniel Breyer, director of the 
religious studies program within the 
Philosophy Department, organized 
a presentation by Professor Mark 
Berkson of Hamline University’s 
Department of Religion on, “The 
Cultivation, Calling, and Loss of 
Self: Confucian and Daoist Per-

spectives on Vocation.” Berkson’s talk sought to answer the question, “What guidance can 
Confucians and Daoists offer us about how to live life and find our calling in 21st Century 
America?” This presentation was funded by an Interdisciplinary Initiative Grant from ISU’s 
College of Arts and Sciences.

Undergraduate philosophy  
research
We held the 5th Annual ISU Department of Philosophy Un-
dergraduate Conference in April 2018. The focus of this year’s 
conference was Philosophy and Mental Health. Diana Heney 
from the Department of Philosophy at Fordham University 
provided the keynote address titled “Mental Disorder and the 
Shape of Life.” As part of the program, Heney and our own 
Lana Kühle ran a special workshop for students focusing on 
Ethics and Mental Health.

Five of our students presented posters at the University Re-
search Symposium held in the Bone Center in April 2018. Katie 
Foree, Krys Dean, Carmeron Baker, and William Hoffman each 
presented posters based on their own research projects. Each 
did a fantastic job and represented the department extremely well! Looking forward to more 
presentations in this year’s symposium!

Recent graduates 

Summer 2017
Victor Renteria de Leon 
Brandice Thompkins

Fall 2017
Papy Bata 
Adam Fine 
Jacob Phelan 
Robert Serwa

Spring 2018
Cameron Baker 
Randahl Bradley 
Alex Cruse 
Healy Gier 
Curtis Hudson 
Jake Kirchner-Ortiz 
Cassandra McClesky 
Cheyanne Pincsak 
Brittany Roper

2017-2018 Student Award 
Winners 

Outstanding Senior 
Cassandra McClesky

Outstanding Junior 
Megan Kalafut

Outstanding Sophomore 
Alexis Swanson

Cassandra McClesky

Megan Kalafut

Cameron BakerKatie Foree
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Faculty scholarship
Eric Godoy
On a hot Saturday in September, I went hiking along the Lake Mingo Trail at Kennekuk 
County Park. It was my first time hiking in Illinois since moving here. 
I really enjoyed the experience for a lot of the same reasons that people 
tend to enjoy hiking: the peace, the quiet, and sometimes it’s just nice 
to get away from it all. But I also enjoyed it because, lately, I’ve been 
thinking a lot about this ‘it’ from which we’re trying to get away and 
the sorts of natural spaces we visit to do so.

Along the trail, a member of our group found a discarded 
aluminum can, crunched it up and put it in their bag so that future 
hikers wouldn’t have to see it. I thought that was a nice thing to do. 
Aluminum cans and trash certainly seem to be part of the ‘it’ we were 
attempting to get away from on our hike. But then I started to look 
around for other signs of human activity on the trail.

One sign I noticed was quite literally a sign—multiple signs, in fact. Periodic signs at-
tached to trees marked the trail so that hikers don’t get lost. The little signs were also made 
of metal, but unlike the discarded cans they didn’t seem to detract from the experience of 
getting away from it all. In fact, I was quite thankful for them since it was hot, and I didn’t 
bring enough water to wander around lost all day. Then I noticed a host of other things: 
bridges built over small creeks kept hikers’ feet dry and those same feet stomped back the 
growth of foliage over time wearing a clear pathway into the land. Even hikers in the front 
of our group influenced the experiences of those in the back by accidentally frightening an 
eastern hognose snake off the trail.

Nature is a key concept in environmental philosophy, yet it remains one of its murkiest. 
In one sense ‘nature’ seems to mean ‘devoid of human influence.’ According to this defini-
tion, we ruin nature by our very presence. All use is ab-use, to paraphrase William Cronon’s 
critique. This is problematic since all living beings must influence their environment in 
some way to survive. But it’s also problematic because only some human influence seems to 
ruin our encounters with the natural: cans but not signs, for instance.

Nature can also mean the totality of the physical world. Aluminum cans, snakes, super-
novas, quarks, and even people are all natural in this sense. That’s a lot of stuff. Most of it is 
in fact devoid of human influence. The distant moons of Jupiter are still people-free—even 
during peak tourist season. In this sense, it seems odd to worry about polluting nature with 
our presence when there is still so much of it out there.

It seems to me then that nature is best thought of, not as an ontological concept, but 
an aesthetic and normative one. This is clear once we recognize that claims to protect or 
preserve parts of nature are often also sites of power struggles.

In 2015, Cecil the Lion was shot in Zimbabwe by a trophy-hunting dentist from 
Minnesota. People from places where lions don’t live donated record-breaking amounts 
of money to the conservation group studying Cecil. Yet lions routinely kill people. Many 
Zimbabweans who live alongside the lion preserves, which were established through colonial 
regimes and are sustained through foreign wealth, felt differently about Cecil’s death.

While I think lions and other vulnerable parts of nature warrant our protection, the 
nature we protect can’t mean one devoid of people, those living alongside lions and others. 
Better understanding how nature functions as a normative concept can help us identify and 
think through these power struggles. In any case, I’m glad we didn’t have to worry about 
encountering lions on our hike, but I wish I had gotten a better look at that snake.

Alumni News 
Starting with our next newsletter, we would like to recognize the outstanding accomplish-
ments of our alumni. If you graduated from ISU and either majored or minored in philoso-
phy and would like us to acknowledge a recent event in your life (e.g. finished a graduate 
degree, started a new job, received a promotion, won an award, etc.) send us an email at 
Philosophy@IllinoisState.edu and let us know! Include a mention of the year you 
graduated in the message, and we’ll include it in our next newsletter! /ISUPhilosophy

/ISUPhilosophy

I graduated from the program in 
2014, and while I was applying for 
new jobs and going through all my 
old files looking for transcripts etc., 
I became quite nostalgic about the 
time I spent at Illinois State in the 
Philosophy Department. I cannot 
overstate how important my educa-
tion from the Philosophy Department 
and my interactions with philosophy 
faculty members and students have 
been for my growth, both personally 
and professionally. —Daniel Melzer ’14

Eric Godoy

For more information, visit  

Homecoming.IllinoisState.edu

THANK YOU!

The Department of Philosophy would 
like to thank all those who have 
generously offered their support over 
the past year:

A.J. Barron ’95 
Reston, Virginia

Douglas Crossman ’86 
Bloomington 

James and Marty Jacobs ’73 
Normal 

David and Constance MacTaggart ’80 
Libertyville 

Daniel and Shannon Melzer ’14 
Palm City, Florida

Laura and Ronald Rohlfing ’77 
Chandler, Arizona

Solomon and Sara Rutzky ’96 
Raleigh, North Carolina

Denise Vowell ’74 
Bentonville, Virginia

Lanny Waitsman ’92 
Highland Park 

mailto:Philosophy@IllinoisState.edu
https://www.facebook.com/ISUphilosophy/
https://twitter.com/ISUPhilosophy
https://homecoming.illinoisstate.edu/
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Illinois State is a university on the rise. Our longstanding commitment 
to individualized attention, diversity, integrity, civic engagement, and 
the pursuit of learning and scholarship serves as the foundation for an 
even brighter future. Now is the time to leverage our strong foundation 
and rise to new heights of excellence. With your help, Redbirds Rising 
will lift the University for decades to come. Support from alumni and 
friends has made this happen. To date, more than 46,000 donors have 
contributed to Redbirds Rising. We invite you to show your support 
by making a gift at RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu.
Every gift matters!

RedbirdsRising.IllinoisState.edu
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